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1 Introdu tion
The traditional Internet oers a best eort servi e and almost global rea hability at
low

ost. Bulk transfers require high throughput, value added servi es like telephony or

video

onferen e depend on short pa ket delays and predi table throughput, and pre ision

appli ations like tele-medi ine or tele-roboti s

annot even aord pa ket loss. Therefore,

Quality of Servi e (QoS) in terms of short pa ket delay and low pa ket loss is required
for next generation networks (NGNs) to support these servi es.
QoS

an be a hieved by limiting the tra

volume in the network by admission

(AC) and thereby preventing overload situations. As an alternative, su ient
an be provisioned su h that no

ongestion o

urs. This is

ing (CO). On the one side, many investigations

alled

ontrol
apa ity

apa ity overprovision-

ompare blo king probabilities of dierent

AC s hemes for whi h several signalling proto ols exist. On the other side, pra ti al experien e shows that CO is already applied sin e the utilization of

ore networks today is

very low [1℄.
In this paper we quantify the

apa ity requirements for networks that rely on AC and

CO for QoS provisioning, whi h is

ru ial for an e onomi

assessment of both approa hes.

We fo us on the simplest method for network AC (NAC), namely on border-to-border
(b2b) budget (BBB) based NAC. We
tra

whi h is not elasti

in, e.g.,
stati

and whi h has a

ore networks for

tra

onsider networks with only high priority real-time
onne tion stru ture. This is a typi al s enario

ellular systems.

We

onsider rst an unrealisti ally simple

model on a single link. We add overload situations and extend the study to

entire networks su h that our nal results ree t realisti

s enarios.

The paper is stru tured as follows. In Se . 2, we give a short introdu tion to AC and
CO, dis ussing related work and our assumptions. Se tion 3 develops a tra
suggests

model and

apa ity dimensioning methods for AC and CO both for a single link and for

entire networks. In Se . 4, we present the
various networking

apa ity requirements for AC and CO under

onditions. Se . 5 dis usses the results and our

on lusions.

This work was funded by the Bundesministerium für Bildung und Fors hung of the Federal Republi of
Germany (Förderkennzei hen 01AK045) and Siemens AG, Muni h. The authors alone are responsible
for the ontent of the paper.

2 Overview on Admission Control and Capa ity Overprovisioning
We give an overview on various aspe ts of AC by fo using rst on the pa ket level and
then on the ow level. Then we
level on whi h we

an

onsider related work regarding CO and nd a suitable

ompare AC and CO.

2.1 Admission Control
QoS

an be dened by a loss and a delay parameter. The pa ket loss probability should be

10−6 and the 99.99%-per entile of the waiting time should not ex eed a
given delay budget DB , i.e., the probability for a pa ket to wait longer than DB must be

smaller than, e.g.,

smaller than 0.01%. This is a hieved by limiting the tra

per transmission resour e to

avoid overload, i.e., ows request admission for their transportation over
whi h

ertain resour es

an be granted or denied. We identify AC methods for a single resour e that we

all link AC (LAC) and methods that

oordinate several resour es whi h we

AC (NAC). An extensive overview on AC

all network

an be found in [2℄.

2.1.1 Link Admission Control
Link AC (LAC) methods
sour e. Thus, tra

on entrate primarily on the pa ket level and on a single re-

des riptors

token bu ket parameters to
s ales.

hara terize the pa ket streams by token bu ket or dual

apture the variability of the tra

on two dierent time

They inform the AC entity and the poli er about a maximum peak rate and

inter-pa ket distan e. This information is used to

al ulate together with other assump-

tions the pa ket loss probability and the expe ted delay distribution on the link. A generalization and simpli ation of that approa h is the
It depends on su h tra

on ept of ee tive bandwidth [3℄.

des riptors and other parameters like the link

assigns a so- alled ee tive bandwidth to any ow request.

apa ity and

If the ee tive bandwidth

sum of admitted ows plus the ee tive bandwidth of a new request ex eeds a
apa ity budget, e.g. the link

apa ity, then the ow is reje ted; otherwise it is a

Thus, we get the ow blo king probability

pb

ertain
epted.

as additional measure for GoS.

2.1.2 Network Admission Control
Network AC (NAC) methods

on entrate on AC for several resour es, e.g., for a path

onsisting of several single links within a network.
performs the above des ribed AC su
su

The link budget (LB) based NAC

essively on ea h link of the ow's path and it is

essful if all AC de isions are positive. This is the most intuitive NAC approa h and

it has been implemented by many signalling proto ols, e.g.

by RSVP. The drawba k

of this method is that information about ows must be kept not only by the ingress
router but also by all routers along the path. This in reases the administration overhead
and it

ompli ates a resilient ar hite ture.

based NAC denes
and assigns them a

v

The border-to-border (b2b) budget (BBB)

apa ity budgets for ea h b2b relationship
apa ity portion.

(v, w)

within the network

A new ow originating at ingress border router

and destined for egress border router

w

asks for admission only at its ingress router

2

v.

This ingress router performs AC based on

BBB(v, w)

like on a single resour e. This

AC type has been enhan ed by resilien e me hanisms and it has been su

essfully im-

plemented within the KING proje t [4℄. Another example for BBB NAC is AC based on
label swit hed paths (LSPs) with xed

apa ity. In this work, we

ompare the required

apa ity for BBB NAC and CO.

2.2 Capa ity Overprovisioning
Capa ity overprovisioning (CO) purely relies on provisioning enough bandwidth to meet
a desired QoS. The QoS denition from above in terms of pa ket loss probability and
delay budget still holds.
are admitted. The link
the predi ted tra .

As CO does not limit the tra
apa ities are

Like AC, CO

to avoid overload, all ows

hosen su h that they are very rarely ex eeded by
an also be

ombined with dierent tra

by implementing priority s heduling me hanisms. Low priority tra
width provisioned for high priority tra

lasses

an use the band-

under non-overlad situations without additional

me hanisms.

2.2.1 Related Work
Bandwidth provisioning pro edures dier fundamentally from a
due to the degree of aggregation.
network tra

Empiri al eviden e

ess to

an be found in [5, 6℄ that

on the pa ket level, i.e. the average tra

ase in the a

ore

arrival rate, is modeled well

by the Gaussian distribution due to the high level of aggregation.
the

ore networks

This is

learly not

ess due to the limited number of users where the aggregation level is

inherently low.
A

omparison of AC and CO in a

authors nd a

ess network dimensioning is the topi

of [7℄. The

lear benet of AC. Depending on network parameters like blo king prob-

ability, pa ket loss probability and user a tivity, the number of subs ribers for a given
a

ess network

apa ity is substantially higher when AC is used. However, we fo us on

ore networks.
In [5℄ the network is dimensioned to support laten y sensitive tra . A

ordingly, the

QoS measure the network is dimensioned for is the probability that the queue length
of a router ex eeds a

ertain value

x:

P{Q

> x}.

require only 15% extra bandwidth above the average data rate of the tra
aggregated Sprint network.
amount of tra
apa ity

C

A(T )

Q

End-to-end delay requirements of 3ms
in the highly

Another approa h [8℄ fo uses on the probability that the

generated on a link within a spe ied time interval

of the link: P{A(T )

≥ C · T }.

T

ex eeds the

The authors argue that appli ations

with la k of bandwidth within an appli ation-dependent small interval

T

an

ope

if this o

urs

su iently rarely. They develop an interpolation formula that predi ts the bandwidth
requirement on a relatively short time s ale in the order of
tra

1

se ond by relying on

oarse

measurements.

Another

losely related problem is fore asting of Internet tra . A re ent approa h

for long-term fore asting

an be found in [9℄.

The authors of [10℄

to yield an adaptive bandwidth provisioning algorithm.

3

ombine both tasks

Based on measurements, the

required
and

apa ity is predi ted and adjusted on relatively small time s ales between

2min.

The Maximum Varian e Asymptoti

4s

(MVA) approa h for the tail probability

of a buer fed by an Gaussian input pro ess is used to make the QoS requirement
P{delay

> D} < ǫ

expli it.

Our work is dierent from the literature presented here.

velopment of an AC or CO s heme to adjust the network
spe i

appli ation or spe i

the required

s enario.

Our fo us is not the deapa ity to the needs of a

We develop a model to qualitatively

apa ity for AC versus the required

ompare

apa ity for CO.

2.2.2 Our View on CO for Comparison with AC
Most CO studies use both a ow and a pa ket level model. The rst models the number
of ows in the network whereas the se ond

auses the required extra bandwidth above

the mean data rate of the tra .
Both AC and CO

an be

ombined with a pa ket level model to asses the relation

of ee tive bandwidth to average and peak data rates, and an inadequate pa ket level
model will lead to QoS degradations in both systems.
However, we are primarily interested in

omparing AC to CO and not in spe i

statisti al multiplexing s hemes. Therefore, we eliminate the pa ket level by working on
ee tive bandwidths for both systems. This is a prerequisite for a fair

omparison.

If the requested rate of all ows on a link ex eeds the link bandwidth, all ows are
ae ted by QoS degradation. This view leads to the denition of a new QoS measure for
CO: the QoS violation probability
all ows are

pv

whi h is the time fra tion with violated QoS. As

on erned, it should be low and we use an obje tive value of

pv = 10−6

for

bandwidth dimensioning in our study.

3 Capa ity Dimensioning
Now we des ribe the

apa ity dimensioning methods used for AC and CO both for a

single link and an entire network.

3.1 Tra Model
Real-time ows are mostly triggered by human beings.

Thus, their inter-arrival time

is exponentially distributed [11℄. The Poisson model for ow arrivals is also advo ated
by [12℄ and
[13℄.

urrent eviden e of Poisson inter-arrivals for VoIP

Therefore, a ow level model that is

all arrivals is given in

hara terized by exponentially distributed

inter-arrival time and an independently and identi ally distributed

all holding time is

appropriate in an evolving multimedia world.

3.1.1 Multi-Rate Tra
As the request prole is multi-rate in a multi-servi e network like the Internet, we use a
simplied multi-rate model ( f. [2℄). We have
with request sizes

c(ri ) ∈ {64,

nr = 3

dierent request types

ri , 0 ≤ i < nr

256, 2048} kbit/s. The mean of the request-type-spe i
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Figure 1: Topology of the test network.

inter-arrival and the mean of the
oered load

a(ri ).

indi ates the requested rate in

P {Ct = c(ri )}

depends

a=

P

0≤i<nr

t ∈ [0, 1].

ompiled in Table 3.1.1. They are

E(Ct ) = 256
linearly on t.

a(ri ).

The random variable

Ct

ase of a ow arrival and the request size probability

depends on the parameter

request types are
mean of

all holding time determine the request-type-spe i

The overall load is

kbit/s and a

request type

hosen su h that we get a

oe ient of variation of

ri

ro
r1
r2

The statisti al properties of the

c(ri )

onstant

cvar (Ct ) = 2.291 · t

that

P {Ct = c(ri )}
28
2
31 · t
(1 − t2 )
3
2
31 · t

64 kbit/s
256 kbit/s
2048 kbit/s

Table 1: Request type statisti s.

3.1.2 Tra Matrix
The network experiments in this paper are based on the KING [4℄ referen e network
given in Fig. 1.
tra

All network nodes are both ingress and egress routers.

matrix for the test network with the overall oered load

the tra
For two

matrix is based on the population of the

v and w with population
a(v, w) amounts to

ities

oered load

a(v, w) =

(

sizes

π(v)

and

P atot ·π(v)·π(w)
x,y∈V,x6=y π(x)·π(y)

0

5

atot .

We s ale the

The generation of

ities and their surroundings [2℄).

π(w),

the border-to-border (b2b)

for

v 6= w,

for

v = w.

(1)

ab2b spe ies the overall oered load in the network atot =
v,w∈V,v6=w a(v, w) = |V| · (|V| − 1) · ab2b , where V is the set of all nodes in the network.

The
P

average oered b2b load

We use shortest path routing in our experiments, whi h is the basis for most Interior
Gateway Proto ols (IGPs). Our referen e populations are given in [2℄.

3.2 Capa ity Dimensioning for AC: M/G/n − 0
Cap ity dimensioning for AC on a single link with a multi-rate Poisson ow model and
the usage of ee tive bandwidths is the task of nding the

M/G/n − 0

 must be

blo king system.
hosen to a

Our

apa ity

n

 the number of basi

of a multi-rate

bandwidth units

ommodate su iently many ows in the network to fulll the

desired blo king probability
presented in [14℄

The

n

apa ity

pb = 10−3 .

The well-known Kaufman/Roberts algorithm

omputes the blo king probability for a given tra

apa ity dimensioning algorithm for AC performs a

mix and

apa ity.

omputational inversion of these

formulae in an e ient way [2℄.

3.3 Capa ity Dimensioning for CO: M/G/∞
With CO, the number of ows in the system is not bounded. Therefore, dimensioning
for CO on a single link with a multi-rate Poisson model
system.

al ulate the equilibrium state probabilities of the system.

k = nr lasses for whi h the k-dimensional
X = {x = (x0 , x1 , . . . , xk−1 ) ∈ Nk0 }. With the lass-spe i

types
by

We

an be done using a

onstitute the

lass-spe i

k−1
Y
i=0

The request

state spa e is des ribed
arrival rate

1
mean holding time
µi the equilibrium state probabilities are

p(x) =

M/G/∞

λi

and the

ρxi i −ρi
e
xi !

(2)

λi
µi . The onsideration of the request type rates c(ri ) yields the required link
Pk−1
apa ity c(x) =
i=0 c(ri ) · xi of state x. Thus, the required apa ity C for the overpro-

with

ρi =

visioned system is

C = min
{1−
′

p(x) ≤ pv }.

(3)

apa ity su h that the rates of the ows

rossing the link ex eed

C

This is the smallest
the link

X

c(x)≤C ′

apa ity at most with the desired QoS violation probability

al ulation of the state probabilities is also known as the sto hasti
nite

The

knapsa k with in-

M/M/∞ system but
M/G/∞ systems, too.

apa ity [15℄. Its solution was originally derived for the

insensitive to the holding time distribution and holds for

pv = 10−6 .

it is

3.4 Extension to Networks
The algorithms for link

apa ity dimensioning must be extended to entire networks.

6

3.4.1 BBB NAC
If a ow wants to pass the network from node
gle budget

BBB(v, w).

v

to

w,

the BBB NAC

he ks the sin-

We dimension the size of the budget with the single link AC

algorithm in su h a way that

pb = 10−3

network is the sum of all budgets

is a hieved. The

apa ity of a link within the

rossing this link.

3.4.2 CO
For CO, the QoS violation probability on the

pv = 10−6 .

omplete path from sour e to destination

pv (l) on the individual links
are learly rather positively orrelated. An upper bound for pv on the path is given by
Q
pv (path) = 1− l∈path (1−pv (l)) where l ∈ path denotes the links on the path and pv (l) is
√
len(path)
the QoS violation probability on the link. Now we an ompute pv (l) = 1−
1 − pv

must be at most

The

orresponding probabilities

for a given link for every b2b relation and obtain the minimum of these values as the

required QoS violation probability on this link. Based on
load

a(l)

of all ows traversing link

l

we

pv (l)

an dimension the

and the aggregate oered

apa ity of ea h link

l

in the

network.

4 Capa ity Requirements for AC and CO
In this se tion, we
the

ompare the

apa ity requirements for AC and CO. We dimension

apa ity for AC su h that the blo king probability is

ditions. As CO
in a very

pb = 10−3

under normal

annot prevent overload situations, we dimension the

onservative manner su h that the QoS violation probability is

on entrate rst on a single link to understand the basi

on-

apa ity for CO

pv = 10−6 .

We

tradeos and then we extend

our study to entire networks.

4.1 Single Link with Constant Load
First, we explain e onomy of s ale as it is the key to understand the phenomena in our
study. Then, we

ompare the

on a single link and
the

apa ity requirements for AC and CO for a

onstant load

onsider the strength of the QoS violation by CO. Finally, we enhan e

onstant oered load s enarios by rare overload situations.

4.1.1 E onomy of S ale
In Fig. 2 we dimensioned the required
probability of

pb = 10−3 .

apa ity on a single link for AC and a blo king

The required link

link load, at least for an oered load of
utilization of that

apa ity is almost proportional to the oered

103

Erlang or more.

apa ity by the oered tra

The average resour e

in reases with the oered load and

expresses the resour e e ien y in a natural way. The fa t that little oered load leads
to low utilization and that large oered load leads to high utilization is a non-linear
fun tional dependen y and it is

alled e onomy of s ale or multiplexing gain.
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Figure 2: E onomy of S ale on a single link for AC.
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Figure 3: Impa t of oered load on

Figure 2 also shows that tra

apa ity requirements for AC and CO.

with highly variable request sizes (t = 1) requires more

apa ity. In the following, we use only highly variable tra

(t = 1) due to the multi-rate

nature of Internet tra .

4.1.2 Comparison for Constant Oered Load
Figure 3 indi ates the required
The ratio of both

apa ity for AC and CO depending on the oered load.

urves shows that they dier signi antly only at low oered load.

The os illations here and in the following gures are due to the granularity limitation
of the bandwidth and request size quantities. In parti ular, CO requires less than 5%
additional

apa ity at

204

−6 equals
apa ity for CO with pv = 10
−6
10 . Due to e onomy of s ale, this requires
= 10−3 for large oered load [2℄.

Erlang or more. The

pb =
pb

approximately the

apa ity for AC with

only slightly more

apa ity than AC with
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0
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Figure 5: Impa t of rare overload on

Another
the la k of

E[L] =

apa ity requirements and blo king.

on ern is the degree to whi h QoS is violated.
apa ity in overload situations.

P

c(x)>C,x∈X (c(x) − C) · p(x)

where

We

The average la k of

x

an

apa ity over time is

is the state ve tor of ows in the system.

Figure 4 illustrates this value in per ent related to the provisioned

−6 for all
is in the order of 10
apa ity that overload o
the la k of

apture that by

apa ity for CO. It

onsidered s enarios be ause we have provisioned so mu h

urs very rarely with

pv = 10−6 .

In

ase of overload situations,

apa ity is 6 orders of magnitude larger but it is not larger than 6%. The

reason for that is the

onstant oered load in our experiment, whi h allows only small

statisti al os illations but does not model o
attra tiveness at

ertain lo ations.

9

asional hot spots due to in reased

ontent

4.1.3 Comparison for Rare Overload
Rare overload situations

an o

ur due to hot spot s enarios

aused by singular events.

anormal for a
364
and in rease it to an overload level of aoverload for a short time fra tion
365
a
1
of
. In the following, we all the ratio fl = overload the link overload fa tor. Note
365
anormal
We

apture this intuition by keeping the oered load at a normal level

time fra tion

that the variability of the time series of oered load is still quite moderate with a

fl = 3.

e ient of variation of 0.104 for an overload fa tor of
dimensioned based on

anormal

sin e an in reased blo king probability

for a short time interval whereas the
sin e CO

annot avoid

The

pb

an be tolerated

apa ity for CO is dimensioned based on

ongestion in severe overload situations.

load, a utilization of almost 100%

o-

apa ity for AC is

aoverload

For very high oered

an be a hieved for AC. In this

ase, the ratio of the

fl and the blo king
1
probability pb during overload situations s ales with 1 −
fl whi h are both analyti al val2
ues. Figure 5 shows these performan e metri s for an oered load anormal = 10 Erl and
5
anormal = 10 Erl. Regardless of the oered load, the ratio of the apa ity requirements
apa ity requirements for CO and AC s ales with the overload fa tor

for CO and AC follows quite well the overload fa tor

pob depends also signi antly on the oered load.
requirement

urves

fl

while the blo king probability

The fa t that the CO:AC

apa ity

ross is due to the stronger impa t of multiplexing gain when the

oered link load is low.

pob for a = 10{2,5} Erl are below the
1
fl . In overload situations, 100% of the available bandwidth is used

Figure 5 shows that the blo king probabilities
analyti al value

1−

to transport tra . If a high average utilization
only relatively little extra

an be a hieved under normal

apa ity is available to a

onditions,

ommodate extra tra . Therefore,

the blo king probability in reases with oered load. Hen e, QoS

an be maintained with

AC in overload situations and the ee tive blo king probability is signi antly smaller
than the simple analyti al rule of thumb for a moderately aggregated tra . However, the
additional

apa ity for CO s ales quite well with the assumed overload fa tor. These are

the results from the analysis but there is another pra ti al problem. The overload fa tor

fl

is unknown and must be overestimated to guarantee QoS. This safety margin

be

overed by our analysis but in reases again the additional

annot

apa ity requirements for

CO.

4.2 Networks with Constant Load
We have studied the single link to understand the basi

tradeos. If we pro eed to entire

networks, we have to take the impa t of NAC into a

ount whi h entails two dierent

types of multiplexing gain.
A Tra

orresponding to a single b2b relationship

BBB(v, w).

Its oered load

a(v, w)

(v, w)

is

determines the required

and its utilization. Here, BBB NAC and CO

arried within a single
apa ity of that BBB

an prot from e onomy of s ale for

budgets.
B Tra

orresponding to dierent b2b relationships is

10

arried over a single link.
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Figure 6: Impa t of oered load on the

apa ity requirements for CO and BBB NAC and

their ratio in the KING testbed.

The

apa ity requirement for the

the respe tive BBBs.
is

onsidered link is the sum of the

With CO, in

ontrast, the required

al ulated on the basis of its overall oered tra

load

a(l)

l

whi h is a larger

aggregation level than the load pertaining only to a single budget.
e onomy of s ale due to link sharing. It

apa ities of

apa ity of a link
We

all that

an be exploited by CO but not by BBB

NAC.
Fig. 6 shows the

apa ity requirements for CO and AC and their ratio depending on

the average oered b2b load
low oered load, and the
of

104

ab2b .

CO requires signi antly less

apa ity than AC for

apa ity requirements are about the same for an oered load

or more. We get this

ounterintuitive result be ause AC

an exploit e onomy of

s ale only on the budget level (A) but not due to link sharing (B). The fa t that
more stringent values than

pb

pv

takes

plays obviously only a minor role in entire networks.

4.3 Networks with Rare Overload
The

omparison of the

apa ity requirements is now enhan ed by rare overload situa-

tions but it is still based on

onstant total oered load.

AC

an provide QoS also in

su h s enarios and a temporary in rease in blo king

an be a

dimensioning is based on the normal tra

CO requires su ient additional

apa ity for all overload

matrix.

onditions. Therefore, the link

CO su h that the maximum expe ted load

an be

epted. Hen e,

apa ity

apa ity must be provisioned for

arried for any overload s enario.

4.3.1 Overload Model for Networks
We model overload in entire networks quite

onservatively by single hot spots whereby

the overall oered load in the network does not in rease, i.e., we
of the tra

matrix. We in rease the tra
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hange only the stru ture

attra tion of a single

ity

v

by a hot spot
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Figure 7: Impa t of oered load and hot spot fa tor on the ratio of

apa ity requirements

for CO and BBB NAC, and blo king probabilities under overload

onditions in

the KING testbed.

fa tor

fh ,

whi h is expressed by a modied population fun tion

v
πoverload
(w)

For every potential single hot spot

v
πoverload

(
π(w)
=
fh · π(w)

v ∈ V,

a tra

if
if

w=
6 v
.
w=v

(4)

matrix is generated proportionally to

with the same overall oered load in the network.

4.3.2 Comparison of Capa ity Requirements for Rare Over- and Underload
Figure 7 shows the relative network

apa ity CO:BBB NAC and the blo king probability

pob depending on the average oered b2b load

ab2b for fh ∈ {0.5, 1, 2}. For a hot spot
fh = 2, CO already requires more apa ity than BBB NAC for an oered b2b
ab2b = 70 Erl and it needs 60% more apa ity than BBB NAC for high oered load.

fa tor of
load

During overload, the blo king probability is 7%  averaged over all b2b relationships 
and it is at most

45.4%

for a few b2b aggregates in some s enarios. Depending on the

network operation poli y, these values are well a
With

fh = 0.5, a single node looses global attra

importan e of all other
load in the tra

eptable.
tiveness, whi h means that the relative

ities is slightly in reased. This

matrix from this

ity to other

auses a smooth shift of oered

ities. It raises the

apa ity requirements

for CO and the blo king probabilities for the BBB NAC only slightly in

ontrast to the

previous experiment.
Figure 8 shows the impa t of the hot spot fa tor
ments for CO and BBB NAC as well as the

pob

for an oered b2b load

easily predi t that the

ab2b ∈ {101 , 103 }

fh

on the ratio of the

apa ity require-

orresponding average blo king probability

Erl. For the single link experiment, we

apa ity requirements for CO s ale with

fl .

In

ould

ase of a tra

shift due to in reased attra tiveness of a single node within an entire network, the ee t
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3

Hot Spot Factor fh
Figure 8: Impa t of the hot spot fa tor

of the hot spot fa tor

fh

fh

on

apa ity requirements and blo king.

is signi antly smaller. One reason is that BBB NAC

an ex-

ploit e onomy of s ale only within b2b budgets ( f. A above). This applies in parti ular

ab2b = 10 and ab2b = 103 Erl but not for learly
3
For ab2b = 10 Erl and fh = 3, the additional apa

for

larger values of the oered b2b load.
ity requirements are about 200% for

the single link experiment while they amount to only 150% for the network experiment.
Another reason is the following. In a situation with an in reased attra tiveness of node
the links leaving from and leading to
also transit tra

Hen e, the in rease of the

require most additional

Therefore, their additional
the additional

v 's

apa ity. But they

arry

in reased attra tiveness.

apa ity requirements of those links depends on a mixture of

slightly de reased transit tra

fh than
fl .

v

whose rate is rather slightly de reased by

v,

rates and signi antly in reased rates for hot spot tra .

apa ity requirements are smaller for a given hot spot fa tor

apa ity requirement of a single link with a link overload fa tor

Figure 9 shows the maximum values for the relative

apa ity requirements of CO

ompared to BBB NAC on all single links within the network. These maximum relative
apa ities are signi antly larger than for the entire network. For example, the network
requires only 150% more

apa ity for CO than for AC in

400%, but some links require 300% more

ase of a hot spot fa tor of

apa ity. Hen e, the additional

apa ity varies

signi antly among the links and the exa t amount depends on the network topology,
the tra

matrix, and the routing.

Therefore, determining the appropriate degree of

overdimensioning for individual links in a network is a non-trivial task for whi h our
analysis

an be useful.

It may be applied, e.g., to provision Dierentiated Servi es

networks [16℄, the base ar hite ture for the future Internet, whi h will be a multi-servi e
network with high and low priority tra
fra tion of high priority tra
priority tra
priority tra

is low, bandwidth overprovisioning

and the required ex ess

transport low priority tra .

and suitable s heduling me hanisms.

In

an be done for high

apa ity may be used under normal

onditions to

ase of overload in the high priority tra

is swamped out.
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Figure 9: Impa t of the overload on the maximum additional relative link

apa ity re-

quirements.

Finally, we would like to point out that all these results were obtained by a mere tra
shift while the overall oered load in the network has been kept

onstant.

5 Dis ussion and Con lusion
Our results show that

apa ity overprovisioning (CO) requires only 5% more

apa ity on

a single link than border-to-border (b2b) budget (BBB) based network admission
(AC) if we

onsider

ontrol

onstant oered load. As this assumption is not realisti , we took

temporary overload of up to 300% of the normal tra
guarantee QoS for admitted ows at

onstant

probability, whereas CO needs 200% more

into a

ount. In this

ase, AC

apa ity at the expense of higher blo king
apa ity.

We extended this experiment to

entire networks to better motivate the overload s enario. We assumed the tra
to be proportional to the population of the
we kept the overall tra

in the network

an

matrix

at hment area of a router. To soli it overload,

onstant, in reased the attra tiveness of a single

ity by up to 400% by in reasing the population by that fa tor, and performed that
experiment for every
the overall tra

ity. This models realisti

temporary hot spots without in reasing

volume. Here, CO requires 60% (150%) more

apa ity than AC for a

hot spot fa tor of 100% (400%) while AC rea ts with a blo king probability of 7% (25%).
Based on our temporary hot spot model, we
ings by AC

ould prove

onsiderable bandwidth sav-

ompared to CO. AC, however, requires a substantial amount of signalling,

oordination and interoperation that is not yet implemented in most networks. An e onomi

assessment must take this into a

ount.

We showed that the required degree of overdimensioning varies among the links within a
network and, therefore, our analysis

an be useful to determine the appropriate additional

apa ity for individual links for a given networking s enario with suitable assumptions
regarding overload. This approa h

an be of parti ular interest for Dierentiated Servi es

networks [16℄.
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Currently, we are working on a

omparison between CO and link-by-link (LB) NAC.

LB NAC is wider spread than BBB NAC and its resour e utilization diers signi antly.
In addition, we intend to integrate resilien e aspe ts into our work.
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